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Abstract

This paper presents a hierarchical energy management system (HEMS) for multi-

ple home energy hubs in the neighborhood grid (MHEHNG). The main objectives

are maximizing financial profit and shaving the peak of upstream grid. This way,

the proposed HEMS manages the energy generation and energy storing, as well

as energy purchase/sale of each home energy hub (HEH) under the two levels in-

cluding lower and upper levels. The lower level is responsible for supplying the

internal load and reducing the energy cost in each HEH. The upper level is the cen-

tral energy management system (CEMS) which is focused on forming a coalition

between the local HEHs, as well as giving the tempting offers to increase the finan-

cial profit through a heuristic bidding strategy. The principle of proposed bidding

strategy is based on weighted distributing of excess power among consumers that

is one of the contribution of this paper. It leads to trading more energy at the low-

est possible price. Determining the most appropriate operational scenario in each

HEH requires the investigation of both technical and financial aspects. A novel sce-

nario selector method has been proposed based on SOC-tariff plane. This is another

contribution of this work. A simulator has been implemented in the MATLAB/GUI

software environment to facilitate the evaluation of proposed HEMS performance.

The simulation results indicate the effectiveness of the proposed HEMS. They show

a decrease in the total energy cost of the CBs by almost 9.4%, and an increase in
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the total profit of the HEHs by 4.55%. Also, it was found out that the energy can

be purchased from HEHs at varying rates and can be sold to the consumers at al-

most constant rates by using the proposed bidding strategy. This motivates HEHs

to submit more power at lower tariffs to the CEMS.

Keywords: Hierarchical energy management system, Home energy hub,

Renewable energy, Simulator, Several home energy hubs in a neighborhood grid.

Nomenclature

Acronyms

CB Conventional building

CEMS Central energy management system

CHP Combined heat and power

DF Dispatch factor

EMS Energy management system

ES Energy storage

EV Electric vehicle

HEH Home energy hub

HEMS Hierarchical energy management system

MCP Market-clearing price

MHEHNG Multiple home energy hubs in the neighborhood grid

SOC State of Charge

Te Electric tariff (in Fig. 3)

Indices

n/m number of HEHs /number of CBs

i number of iterations , i∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}

j number of iterations , j∈ {1, 2, · · · , m}

h,t hour, h,t∈ [1, 2, · · · , 24]
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Constant Values

λMCP
t Electricity MCP

TE−h Electricity tariff value in different hours

THEH
i,t ith HEH’s price bid

Tarifft Price bid matrix

Tmin Minimum of electricity MCP during a day

Tmax Maximum of electricity MCP during a day

Tg Gas tariff

Tgas The natural gas tariff

Cgas Cost of consumed natural gas

GET Gas equivalent tariff

SOC0 Initial SOC of ES

SOC_es SOC of ES

SOCES
t SOC of ES during different hours

SOCmin Minimum SOC of ES

SOCmax Maximum SOC of ES

SOC_ev SOC of EV

SOCEV
t SOC of EV during different hours

SOCmin_EV Minimum SOC of EV

SOCmax_EV Maximum SOC of EV

P_pv PV’s generation power

Pload Load demand

PGen Generated power in HEH

THEHh
i Proposed next hour power price for HEHs to sell

ETh Equivalent next hour tariff for CBs to buy

PHEH
i,t ith HEH’s excess power

SPHEH
i,t ith HEH’s shortage power

PCB
j,t jthCB’s demand
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EPt excess power matrix

SPt shortage power matrix

HEHS
t Prioritization matrix

DPit Power distribution matrix

RPi Residual matrix

TSPit Sum of load required by neighborhood grid during different hours

Gm Maximum radiation in one day

hmin Irradiation of the first hour

hmax Irradiation of the last hour

W Width of the irradiation curve peak

Ipv,cell Current generated by a photovoltaic cell

I0,cell Diode inverse saturated current

q Charge of an electron (Coulomb)

a Diode idealness constant

k Boltzmann constant (Joule per Kelvin)

T P-n junction temperature

Np The number of parallel cells

Ns The number of series cells

Rs The equivalent series resistance

Rp The equivalent parallel resistance

KI The current coefficient

Gn The amount of nominal radiation

∆T The ambient temperature difference (k)

Ipv−n Nominal current of the cell under nominal conditions

Kv Voltage coefficient

Isc,n The short circuit current

Voc,n The cell open circuit voltage under nominal conditions

P &O Perturb and observe
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∆D Duty cycle difference

ipv(t) Instantaneous current

vpv(t) Instantaneous voltage

ppv(t) Instantaneous power

D(t) Instantaneous duty cycle

CB ES capacity (Ah)

ELoad Total energy required by load

η CHP efficiency

Qg Energy of one cubic meter of natural gas ( KJ
m3 )

ECHP the energy supplied by CHP

Vgas Volume of consumed natural gas

T̂HHW, ŤHHW maximum/minimum values of temperature

Êm, Ěm maximum/minimum values of energy in m

1. Introduction1

Renewable energy resources play an important role in supplying the required en-2

ergy, as well as in reducing fossil fuels, greenhouse gases emissions, and energy cost3

[1, 2]. The power generated by renewable energy resources is highly dependent on4

some factors including climate conditions, and time [3, 4]. Using ESs alongside with5

the renewable energy sources can increase the reliability and cope with the prob-6

lems caused by the high penetration of these sources in the power system [5, 6]. On7

the other hand, taking advantage of inter-dependency between electrical and gas8

systems, more efficient energy management systems could be implemented. Us-9

ing natural gas profile valleys to shave electricity consumption peak and enhance10

the system security [7]. Hence, integrating renewable energies, ESs and CHP in11

the homes (as the significant consumers in the world [3]), can enhance reliability12

and shave the peak of the distribution networks [8]. However, the role of con-13

ventional power plants in increasing the reliability is undeniable. Such a system is14

the definition of a home-scale energy hub ("a unit where multi-carriers energy can15

be converted, conditioned, and stored" [9]). The information used in an energy16
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management system consists of the SOC of ESs and EVs, the voltage level at the17

connection bus, the tariff of electrical energy and the natural gas, the time interval,18

and the electrical energy generated by renewable energy resources. Information19

such as the amount of excess power, the bid price, shortage power, and the pur-20

chase cost would be shared and processed in the CEMS, and then bids associated to21

the buying/selling of electrical energy will be sent to the hubs by CEMS [10, 11].22

Therefore, the decision making about each HEH to determine the amount of ex-23

ploitation of energy carriers and their conversion may change by considering the24

condition and information of other hubs. So far, numerous references have been25

published regarding energy management system.26

In the following, a series of positive and negative aspects of the published ar-27

ticles are briefly discussed. In [3], two layers HEMS based on model predictive28

control has been presented to optimize the energy cost of residential houses. For29

this purpose, this method takes the advantage of the cheaper price electricity and30

local production while maintaining the occupant comfort. Despite the presentation31

of a HEH thermal model and consumption amount, natural gas tariff have not been32

addressed. An extended EH model for residential area including photovoltaic gen-33

eration, solar heat exchanger, and a battery energy storage system has proposed in34

[5]. The optimization problem is set up based on constraints such as input-output35

energy balance of the EH, electricity price, capacity limitation of the system, and36

charge/discharge power of BESS. The application of electricity tariff for switching37

power electronic converters, as well as the effect of the CEMS on the residential38

grid has not been considered. A new framework for home energy management and39

a CEMS method are represented in [12, 13], respectively. Although, the lower cus-40

tomer energy cost and lower peak demand of household electrical load achieved41

in [12], and smooth switching between different modes and the stable operation42

of the micro-grid are realised in [13], the impact of multi-energy carriers has not43

been included in making necessary decisions for switching power electronic con-44

verters. A modified demand response program has presented in [14] to develop45

integrated multiple energy carriers fed into an energy hub. The program is formu-46

lated for both electricity and natural gas networks. Based on the simulation results,47
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customers in the energy hubs can participate in the integrated demand response48

program by switching the energy resources from the electricity to the natural gas49

during the peak hours and it can increase the daily payoff and the utility companies’50

daily profit. However, some elements such as the ESs and renewable energy gen-51

eration resources have not been addressed in [14]. With the goal of regulating the52

DC bus voltage at the required voltage reference, [15] focuses on power balance53

control of a standalone DC microgrid including PV sources, electrochemical storage54

combined with distributed generation and super capacitor. The proposed energy55

management strategy in [15] improves the coordination between aforementioned56

sources. But, no specific strategy has been specified to determining the operational57

scenarios. Feasibility of using both electrical and heat storage system in improving58

the technical and financial performance of the residential renewable-based energy59

hub has investigated in [16]. This has done through a new approach which formu-60

lates the economic dispatch problem for the case under the study. Power electronic61

converters’ performance has not been addressed while it is one of the main pillars62

in implementing HEMS, ESs and Electrical Vehicles (EVs). Different key modelling63

aspects such as distributed heat and electricity generation characteristics and load64

scheduling potentials of household appliances have covered in the energy manage-65

ment system proposed by [17]. In [18] a fuzzy logic control has presented for a66

residential grid-connected renewable energy source based microgrid. This control67

forecasts the future behaviour of the microgrid properly. A comprehensive strategy68

for coalition formation between other HEHs, as well as the effect of CEMS tariff on69

a neighborhood network have not been investigated in [17, 18]. In [19], a three-70

step internal trading strategy for optimal energy sharing among building microgrids71

(MGs) has been proposed to minimize the operation cost of the entire system. In this72

method, the selling and buying tariffs have been considered constant. In fact, it just73

focused on the reducing the cost of energy by reducing power sold from the utility74

grid. In order to emphasize the importance of microgrids in enhancing the resilience75

of power systems, a literature review is conducted in [20]. Initially, the concept of76

resilience in power systems, the occurrence of extreme weather events, and general77

strategies for enhancing the resilience of the power system are reviewed. Mainly,78
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[20] focused on research gaps in the existing literature and future directions for79

improving the available resilience-oriented operation methods for enhancing the80

resilience of microgrids are presented. Proposing a bidding strategy and consid-81

ering HEHs with different selling tariff have not addressed in [19, 20]. In [21], a82

tariff plan is introduced, aimed at maximizing the profit of microgrid. This method83

is a combination of time of use and real-time pricing methods. The prices applied84

at off-peak and mid-peak hours are offered by time of use method. Also, the prices85

at on-peak hours are offered by real-time pricing method. The combined method86

has the benefits of both methods. The microgrid in [21] contains a set of energy87

generator houses, energy consumer houses, and distributed generation. The total88

financial benefit of generators and consumers has presented in the results. In fact,89

the share each house in the obtained financial benefit is unclear. Also, no energy90

management is done at home level. In this paper, a HEMS is proposed to increase91

and decrease the pay-offs and energy cost of each HEH, respectively. Moreover,92

the possibility of purchasing/selling energy of HEHs by interacting with each other93

is provided in the comprehensive system namely HEMS. The proposed HEMS has94

two levels including lower and upper levels. In the lower-level, operations regard-95

ing internal decisions are carried out while in the upper level, operations related to96

forming the coalition of each HEH with other energy hubs have been considered. In97

other words, the main objective of the lower level is to determine the best strategy98

to achieve the minimum cost of each HEH. Secondary, the upper level is respon-99

sible for forming the coalition among the adjacent hubs and also presenting the100

tempting offers (known as the bidding strategy) to enhance the profit of HEHs. The101

presented bidding strategy is based on distribution of HEHs’ excess power among102

the consumers, plus establishing power price modification. By the presented bid-103

ding strategy, the stakeholders/agents can exchange the power with various tariffs104

instead of a determined MCP value. Therefore, the stakeholders as the rational105

agents will try to choose the best strategy to reach more profit. With more de-106

tails, in the competitive markets, any energy provider that offers the lowest level of107

price/tariff will achieve more utility and vice versa. Here, the decision-making sce-108

narios include supplying the internal loads of each HEH, charging and discharging109
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the ESs and EVs, purchasing/selling generated power by DGs, and the control of110

CEMS and renewable energy resources. The stakeholders are the rational decision-111

makers that somehow connected to the grid including HEHs’ and CBs’ owners, and112

the electricity and gas distribution companies. In general, the contributions of this113

paper can be summarized as follows:114

• Presenting a HEMS for several HEHs in the neighborhood grid based on the115

proposed economic-technical method.116

• Presenting heuristic bidding strategy based on the weighted distribution of117

power for CEMS in MHEHNG.118

• Developing a simulator in the MATLAB/GUI software environment for imple-119

menting the HEMS on MHEHNG with plug-and-play capability.120

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the descrip-121

tion of general idea including the structure of proposed MHEHNG and HEMS, re-122

spectively, is proposed. Then, in Section III, the implementation of the proposed123

HEMS framework is presented. Finally, in Section IV, the obtained results from the124

proposed approach and finally, the conclusion are shown.125

2. Description of general idea126

The description of general idea is twofold as follows:127

2.1. MHEHNG Structure128

The general schematic of MHEHNG is shown in Figure 1. In this structure, sev-129

eral HEHs exist where each could have dispatchable/non-dispatchable resources,130

ES, EV, and appliances. It should be noted that the control and supervision of each131

HEHs is done by HEHs’ owners and consumers. Each HEH is able to supply its in-132

ternal loads by connecting/disconnecting to/from the upstream grid. Furthermore,133

because of the existence of a MHEHNG, the HEHs can also participate in reduc-134

ing electricity consumption peak and supplying neighborhood loads by forming the135

coalition between the several adjacent hubs.136
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Generally, the HEHs can determine the use of different types of energy carriers137

considering electrical and thermal markets and exploiting renewable energy gener-138

ation resources. Also, there are several CBs in the structure that may be supplied139

by the neighborhood grid or the upstream grid. The CEMS specifies the sale tariff140

of electricity by analyzing the data received from the HEHs and CBs.141

HEH#1

HEH#2

HEH#N

CB#1

CB#2

CB#M

Home Energy 
Hubs

Conventional
Buildings

CEMS
(Local Aggregator)

Upstream Grid

Store in ES
(Battery - EVs)

 Energy Surplus Energy Shortage

Energy Sale 

Use by Applliances

Recharge ES
(Battery - EVs)

Purchase Energy 

Use DGs

EMS

Figure 1: Grid under study

As previously pointed out, the smart grid includes smart nodes (as the rational142

decision makers) that try to choose dynamically the most profitable strategy for143

reaching more payoffs [22]. In the assumed case study, each agent has a finite set144

of actions that can apply. In Table (1), the set of whole actions regarding each145

agent/stakeholder is indicated.146

2.2. HEMS Framework147

As depicted in Figure 2, the proposed HEMS is implemented as a hierarchical148

framework in two levels of HEH and CEMS, in the lower and upper levels, respec-149

tively. Moreover, pseudocode related to the flowchart is shown in Figure 3. In the150

lower level, HEH selects one of the scenarios with the aim of maximizing the profit151

of HEHs, maximizing exploitation of clean energy resources, and minimizing con-152

sumers cost based on the information about the energy storage conditions, energy153
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Table 1: Set of whole actions for each agent

No. Agent
Entities under the supervision

of agents
Type of Actions

Storage devices (ES & EV) Charge/discharge ES & EV

Internal loads (household

appliances)
consuming energy

1 HEH owner CHP & DGs (PV)
Selling/consuming excess

power

to local or upstream grid

2 CB owner
Internal loads (household

appliances)
energy purchase from

the best energy provider

3 Utility Grid CEMS
selling/buying the energy

to/from

Gas distribution

company
Upstream Grid

the HEHs, CBs, and other

consumers

carriers’ tariff, and the amount of internal generation and consumption. The op-154

erational scenarios include ES charge/discharge, EV charge/discharge, electricity155

buying/selling from the upstream grid and using CHP in supplying load or selling156

electricity. All existing HEHs and CBs in the MHEHNG send their data to CEMS. At157

CEMS, the data is processed and the offers send back to each HEH and CB with the158

aim of increasing and decreasing reliability, optimizing the CBs paid price, respec-159

tively, as well as enhancing the motivation of HEHs involved in the energy market.160

Then, HEH can accept or reject these offers. detailed explanation is presented in161

the following.162

2.2.1. HEH (Lower level)163

In the proposed HEMS, HEHs tendency to participating in each operational sce-164

nario has been considered variable. In fact, the tendency of HEHs to buy or sell165

depends on two SOC and electricity tariff parameters.166

A coordinate plane is considered in the proposed method to represent these167
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ResultsHEMS UnitData 
Collection

SOC of ES and 
EV,  

 Power and Gas 
tariffs

PV generation

Market 
Information 

Maximizing the  
Profit of HEHs

Minimizing 
Cost of CBs

Increasing the 
collective pay-

offs

Input Data

Scenario Detection

Decision Maker: 
Should the HEH be 

connected to the Grid?

Apply detected 
scenario

Apply proposed 
scenario

Is it first time 
in an hour?

Is it first time 
in an hour?

Send information to 
CEMS

Proposed Bidding 
Strategy

CEMS proposes a 
scenario of selling/

buying power Yes

No

No

HEH Unit (lower level) CEMS Unit (Upper Level)

No

Outputs

Figure 2: Flowchart for Implementing HEMS in MHEHNG

Input Data
Electric and Gas tariff: Te, Tg; Hour of day: h; SOC of ES and EVs: 

SOC_ES, SOC_EV; PV’s generated power: P_pv; 

Scenario 
Detection

Find the operation point on the possible operational zone:

 if (Pload<PGen) //Determining operational mode: islanded or  grid tied 
islanded=1;

else
islanded=0;

end

While (islanded==1) //HEH is not connected to the electric grid 
{ 

Apply detected scenario by HEMS
}

While (islanded==0) //HEH is connected to the electric grid
 {  

Apply detected 
scenario

         if (it is the first time in an hour)
Send the data to the CEMS

//Proposing equivalent Tariff locally based on proposed 
bidding strategy

else

//Choose better condition proposed by HEMS and CEMS in owner view
end 

H
EH

 U
n

it
C

EM
S 

U
n

it Send the data to 

the CEMS

Bidding

 Strategy

Sensitivity 
Analysis

//Output: Proposed next hour power price for HEHs to sell: THEHi
h;

 Equivalent next hour tariff for CBs to buy: ETh..

Scenario’s number in the islanded mode HEHs.

Results

Figure 3: Pseudo Code Related to the Proposed HEMS

variable’ tendencies. In Figure 4, the possible state space of HEH based on these168

two parameters is shown. Given to their possible values, all the possible states can169
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be considered inside a rectangle (according to Figure 4(a)). By changing the value170

of these variables, the condition of HEH (an ordered pair (Tariff, SOC)) is placed in171

this plane. In fact, Figure 4(b) indicates the value of SOC that how much a HEH is172

willing to participate in a scenario. Noting this concept, the rectangular region is173

divided by the red dashed line in Figure 4(b) into two high and low regions. Each174

region shows the scope of actions regarding each scenario.175

The border between the two regions is separated by a band (two orange dashed176

lines) to prevent problems such as instantaneous and continuous displacement of177

HEH position between the two regions. When EV is connected to the HEMS and ex-178

cess power is not enough to meet the load, decision making will done based on tariff,179

SOCES
t , and SOCEV

t . So, the condition of HEH is determined in a three-dimensional180

space according to Figure 4(c) instead of a two-dimensional plane. Regarding the181

defined minimum and maximum values, the desired three-dimensional space will182

be transformed into three regions. Each region indicates a scope of action regard-183

ing the particular scenario. Similarly, the boundary among different regions, in this184

case, is also in the form of a band but for better display, it has only been drawn lin-185

early. All the probable scenarios have been presented in Figure 5. In the case that186

EV is connected, the priority is charging EV instead of charging ES. The delivered187

power to charge EVs is also considered as the internal load in these scenarios. As188

it is observed in Figure 5, all ten scenarios can be obtained by the HEHs which are189

classified into two general groups of fulfilling or not fulfilling a need for the internal190

load by HEH generated power. The first group includes four scenarios, which have191

been numbered from 1 to 4 (see Figure 5). These scenarios are described below:192

Scenario (1): the SOC value is high in lower MCPs and as MCP increases, the193

lower limit of SOC will have more reduction. So, it will be a sales scenario of excess194

power. Because selling the excess power at lower ES SOC can be appropriate just at195

higher tariffs. Scenario (2): this is an excess power storing scenario where, despite196

having relatively high SOC, storing excess power in low tariffs is considered more197

efficient than its selling. In scenario (3): the excess power has been sold under198

more limited conditions instead of charging the EV. Scenario (4): this means that199

during the higher tariffs, to achieve a higher profit, it is better to sell excess power200
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instead of charging EV if EV SOC is low. But, in lower tariff EV can be charged in201

this scenario.202

There are also six other scenarios numbered from 5 to 10 where shortage power203

may be supplied by neighborhood or upstream grid, ES devices, and CHP. Scenario204

(5): the point (Tariff, EV SOC) is located in the lower plane. In this case, shortage205

power will be supplied by ES because SOC is high in lower tariffs and tariff is high in206

lower SOCs. In fact, as tariff increases, the tendency for supplying shortage power207

by ES with lower SOC is more than its suppling by the upstream or neighborhood208

grid (otherwise, HEH owner must pay a higher price). The point (Tariff, ES SOC)209

is located in scenarios (6) and (7) in the lower plane. Scenario (6): the tariff210

is relatively low, so there are suitable conditions for HEH to charge the ES and211

supplies the shortage power by the upstream or neighborhood grid. Scenario (7):212

using ES is not economic because the SOC is low and the tariff is high. In this213

case, dispatchable resources (CHP) are used for supplying shortage power. The214

border between the two scenarios (6) and (7) is separated from each other through215

calculating equivalent gas tariff. This topic is explained in detail in Section 3.3.216

Also scenarios (8) to (10) are related to EV connection. In such circumstances,217

EV could be charged by three ways: upstream grid, ES or CHP. Scenario (8): the218

point (EV SOC, Tariff, ES SOC) is placed in three-dimensional space surrounded219

by red dashed lines. In this scenario, supplying the power required by EV by the220

upstream grid can be considered as the most appropriate scenario. As it is observed221

in Figure 5, this scenario leads to more limitation when the tariff rises while SOC222

EV is low. In scenario (9), the point (EV SOC, Tariff, ES SOC) will be placed in223

the three-dimensional space surrounded by green dashed lines. As tariff rises, the224

scenario using ES will be selected with more freedom for responding to EVs need225

by neglecting the value of shortage power. In scenario (10), where (EV SOC, Tariff,226

ES SOC ) is positioned in the three-dimensional space surrounded by blue dashed227

lines, ES SOC is low and tariff is high. So, CHP is used in supplying the power228

required by EV instead of the upstream grid.229

It should be noted that the scenario determination in the proposed HEMS is230

flexible and not affected by the number of HEHs and CBs. Because, the tendency231
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(a) Proposed coordinate plane for determining

scenario

100

0

SOCmax

SOC

(%)
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 (£/kwh)
Max Min 

SOCmin

(b) Dividing the probable general rectangle into
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(c) HEH condition three dimensional probable spaces

Figure 4: HEH condition possible state space
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Figure 5: Determining scenario in the proposed HEMS method
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to select a scenario varies with the simultaneous changes of both SOC and tariff. In232

addition to the above mentioned three scenarios, in cases when non-dispatchable233

resources respond to load need, CHP can also be used for selling electricity under234

some conditions. The condition for accomplishing this fact is that the cost of en-235

ergy generated by natural gas should be less than the cost of the same amount of236

electrical energy supplied by the upstream grid.237

2.2.2. CEMS (Upper level)238

One of the most important parameters in an electricity market is the value of239

MCP. As depicted in Figure 6, MCP is specified by the coincidence of two consumer’s240

power price (descending) and producers’ excess power price (ascending) curves in241

a double-sided auction structure [23]. In the double-side auction structure, both242

the consumers and producers also declare their price bids to the market operator,243

as well as to the amount of the requested power.244

Price

Quantity

MCP

Supply Curve
Demand Curve

Figure 6: Calculating MCP

MCP determines the value of total grid electricity tariff as long as the line con-245

gestion has not occurred [23]. In the lower levels of distribution grid (where a set246

of HEHs supply local shortage power), the type and cost of consumed energy carri-247

ers, as well as energy generation method in each HEH will become very important248

in determining an equivalent tariff. Furthermore, the HEHs are positioned in a lo-249

cal competitive market where the amount of other neighborhood HEHs tariff will250
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affect their decision making. Establishing link among all HEHs in a neighborhood251

grid requires a high-performance link infrastructure and a powerful information252

processing system which receives, processes and sends a huge volume of informa-253

tion in each instant. This fact makes the implementation of the structure very costly254

and complicated. So, it is necessary that all existing HEHs and CBs in a neighbor-255

hood grid be connected to a CEMS such that a set of information such as the HEHs256

shortage power or excess power is sent to CEMS along with their proposed price257

through HEMS and CBs shortage power.258

As addressed previously, the HEHs’ proposed tariff for selling electricity will be259

different. So, the electricity equivalent tariff can be calculated for a set of HEHs260

in CEMS based on the MCP concept (according to Figure 6). But based on MCP261

concept, part of HEHs (red region in Figure 6) have to sell their desired amount of262

energy in lower price. Therefore, it is possible that a significant part of the HEHs263

leaves the local market, and thereby the consumers are also forced to supply their264

load from another market and/or eliminate the load. For this reason, informa-265

tion processing in CEMS should maintain their tariff in an acceptable limit. This266

should be performed according to the consumers’ desired amount which motivates267

the HEHs to increase electricity generation and participate in the local electricity268

market. For achieving this goal, a pricing strategy should be presented to encour-269

age all stakeholders to participate in HEMS framework while meeting their require-270

ments.271

2.2.3. Proposed Pricing Strategy in CEMS272

In the proposed bidding strategy, the excess power of each HEH will be pur-273

chased based on the tariff offered by them instead of a particular tariff like MCP.274

Provided that lower-priced HEHs become a higher priority for sales. Moreover, if275

two HEHs have equal tariffs, the HEH which can provide more excess power has a276

higher priority. The presented priority leads to creating healthy competition among277

local HEHs in the neighborhood grid for decreasing and increasing the tariff amount278

and the electricity generation, respectively. Furthermore, in the proposed bidding279

strategy, the share of greater consumers (greater shortage power) in purchasing280
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power with lower tariff is higher. The information process logic in the CEMS under281

the proposed bidding strategy has been presented in Figure 7. As it is observed in282

Figure 7, the HEHs are listed based on the least tariff and the most generated power283

at each hour. The HEHs’ excess power at each hour is distributed among the set of284

consumers located in the neighborhood grid. According to Figure 7, all CBs will285

exploit all HEHs with different tariffs. But the share of third CB (as the greatest286

consumer) from the HEH 1 generated power (which has the lowest tariff) is more287

than the rest of the consumers. This way, by finishing HEH 1 excess power distribu-288

tion between whole consumers, second HEH excess power is distributed among the289

consumers in correspond to load demand. This trend will continue till: (1) meeting290

load requirement of local consumers or (2) selling HEHs’ total excess power. In the291

first case, the rest of the HEHs excess power will be sold to the upstream grid. In292

the second case, the remainder of the local load requirement will be supplied from293

the upstream grid. It should be mentioned that the HEHs may be introduced to the294

local market as a consumer or a generator by neglecting their internal load supply.295

Therefore, the CEMS acts just like the CBs in supplying the consumer HEHs.296

CB 1 CB 2 CB 3 CB M

HEH 1 
HEH 1

HEH 2

HEH 2 HEH 1

HEH 2

HEH 1

HEH 2

HEH 1 HEH 2

P 1,t

Increasing Price

CB 1
CB 1

CB 2

CB 2
CB 3

CB 3

CB n

CB n

HEH N

HEH

P 2,t
HEH

P n,t
HEH

P 1,t
CB

P 2,t
CB

P 3,t
CB

P m,t

CB

Figure 7: The method of information processing in CEMS

To implement the proposed bidding strategy, three matrices namely the HEHs’297

excess power (i.e. EP matrix), the HEHs price bid (i.e. matrix Tarifft), and shortage298
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power (that is SP matrix) will be created based on the information received by CEMS299

(Eqs. (1) to (3)). Since the data are sent hourly to CEMS, the components values300

of these matrices may also change during different hours of a day. So, these are301

time-varying matrices.302303

EPt = [PHEH
1,t PHEH

2,t · · · PHEH
n,t ], n:Number of HEHs (1)

304

Tarifft = [THEH
1,t THEH

2,t · · ·THEH
n,t ] (2)

305

SPt = [SPHEH
1,t SPHEH

2,t · · · PCB
n,tPCB

1,t PCB
2,t · · · PCB

m,t], m:Number of CBs (3)

Now, the HEHs are sorted in an ascending order based on their tariff. If several306

HEHs have the same tariff, their priority in descending order will be altered based307

on their generated excess power. Eq. (4) shows HEHs matrix components order.308

The dimension of these matrixes is n× 1 in where each row includes excess power309

and the HEHs tariff. This way, the higher priority is related to HEHs which are310

located in the higher rows of HEHs matrix.311312

HEHS
t =



PHEH
a,t THEH

a,t

...
...

PHEH
b,t THEH

b,t

PHEH
c,t THEH

c,t

...
...

PHEH
d,t THEH

d,t


,


THEH
a,t < THEH

b,t < THEH
d,t

THEH
b,t = THEH

c,t

PHEH
b,t > PHEH

c,t

(4)

The lower priorities of HEHs try to increase their priority in one hour by reducing313

the tariff during the next hours. So, the CBs shortage power and some of the HEHs314

in each hour will be supplied by a group of HEHs or the electricity distribution315

grid. The HEHs power distribution method means that the CBs take share from316

each HEH, proportionally. On this basis, the power distribution matrix is defined in317

Eq. (5). It is necessary to point out that for a power supplier of HEH at a certain318

hour, its corresponding entry in SP matrix will become zero.319320

DPi
t = [

SPHEH
1,t

TSPi
t

SPHEH
2,t

TSPi
t

· · ·
SPHEH

n,t

TSPi
t

PCB
1,t

TSPi
t

PCB
2,t

TSPi
t

· · ·
PCB
m,t

TSPi
t

] × PHEH
i,t (5)

where TSPi
t is the sum of power required by the neighborhood grid during different321

hours. The initial value of this parameter is variable because of the load variations322
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during different hours of night and day. The value of this parameter can reach zero323

at certain hours in case of full demand response by supplying the load with the pri-324

oritized HEHs after several iterations (i= 1, 2, 3, · · · , n). The value of TSPi
t in each325

iteration is obtained through a power residual matrix. Such that, first the power326

value (which must be supplied by the HEHs as the second priority) is registered in327

the residual matrix as:328329

RPi
t = [ SPHEH

1,t SPHEH
2,t · · · SPHEH

n,t PCB
1,t PCB

2,t · · · PCB
m,t] × ( 1 −

PHEH
a,t

TSPi
t

) (6)

Then, the sum of the required power in the next iterations is shown in Eq. (7).330331

TSPi+1
t =

m+n∑
x=1

RPi(x) (7)

This way, the rest of the power required by CBs will be supplied by HEH as the332

second priority. After that, if remaining power exists, RP matrix will be updated and333

residual power will be supplied by the HEH as the next priority. This way, the total334

load demand is responded after several iterations. If all the power of a particular335

HEH is consumed, CEMS will raise its proposed tariff during the next hour up to336

the value of the grid tariff at the previous hour. On the contrary, if no power is337

bought from a HEH or only a small part of its power has been bought, CEMS will338

consider a lower tariff for it during the next hours. Under this condition, the market339

is gradually modified and the tariffs will be placed in an acceptable range. In case340

CB or HEH are not able to buy power from local generators (despite modification in341

the market), its demand in that specific hour becomes zero in SP matrix. It is either342

forced to limit load and/or its required power will be supplied by the upstream grid.343

Also, if none of the CBs and HEHs is willing to buy power from a specific HEH, then344

HEH will sell its excess power to the aggregators and/or retailers. Otherwise, it will345

have to reduce or terminate the generated power.346

3. The implementation of the proposed HEMS framework347

As shown in Figure 1, each HEH in the grid under study includes devices such as348

PV, ES, CHP, and EV. The implementation of the proposed bidding strategy requires349

modeling of the entities as follows:350
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3.1. PV Modeling351

The PV generated power has a direct relationship with the irradiance. So, for352

receiving maximum power from PV, maximum power point tracking (MPPT) al-353

gorithm will also be applied in addition to increasing the voltage level by DC-DC354

boost converter. irradiance curve in a sunny and clear day starts from morning355

and reaches its highest limit around noon. Then, it reaches zero until sunset. This356

proposition is modeled by Eq. (8)as follows:357358

G = Gm( 1 −
tan−1( h

w )
2

tan−1( hmin−hmin

2w )
) , hmin 6 h 6 hmax (8)

where Gm is the maximum radiation in a day, hmin and hmax are the radiations of359

the first and the last hours of a day, respectively. Also, W controls the width of curve360

peak. The analytical description of solar cell (photovoltaic cell) I-V characteristic361

can be stated as Eq. (9) [24].362363

I = Ipv,cell − I0,cell

[
exp

(
q V

a k T

)
− 1
]

(9)

where Ipv,cell is the current generated by a photovoltaic cell which has a direct rela-364

tionship with radiation intensity. Io,cell is the diode inverse saturated current, q is the365

charge of an electron (Coulomb), K is the Boltzmann constant (Joule per Kelvin),366

T is the p-n junction temperature (Kelvin) and a is the diode idealness constant.367

The solar cell arrays model which is the series and parallel combination of the cells368

has been mentioned in Eq. (10). In this model, the effect of series and parallel369

resistance has been included in the photovoltaic (solar) cell model [25].370371

I = NpIpv,cell − NpI0,cell

[
exp

(
q (V + RsI)

NsakT

)
− 1
]
−

V + RsI
Rp

(10)

where Np and Ns are, the number of parallel and series cells, respectively. Rp and372

Rs, are the equivalent parallel and series resistance, respectively. Eq. (10) has been373

obtained based on the photovoltaic cell single diode model. Despite the existence of374

more exact models, this model establishes a balance between accuracy and simplic-375

ity [25, 26]. As previously pointed out, the current generated by photovoltaic cell376

changes proportionally to the radiation intensity and the temperature. The effect377

of these two parameters on the current generated by a cell is modeled as follows:378379

Ipv,cell = (Ipv,n + KI∆T)
G
Gn

(11)
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where KI is the current coefficient, Gn is the amount of nominal radiation (W/m2),380

∆T is the ambient temperature difference with nominal condition temperature (k),381

and Ipv-n is the amount of nominal current of the cell under nominal conditions.382

The diode inverse saturated current is also demonstrated in Eq. (12).383384

I0,cell =
Isc,n + KI∆T

exp (q (Voc,n + KV∆T) / (NsakT)) − 1
(12)

In Eq.(12), Kv, Isc-n, and Voc-n, indicate the voltage coefficient, short circuit current,385

and the cell open circuit voltage under nominal conditions, respectively [25]. For386

transferring PV maximum power value, different types of MPPT algorithms are ap-387

plied [27, 28]. Figure 8 demonstrates the pseudo code for implementing the MPPT388

algorithm by perturb and observe (P&O) method [28]. The boost converter input389

and output voltages are the PV voltage and the DC link voltage, respectively. The390

connection between these two voltages is shown in Eq. (13).391392

VDC_Link =
VPV

1 − D(t)
(13)

Because the DC link maintains the voltage at a constant value, the PV operational393

point is altered by the duty cycle change in the above mentioned equation.394

Algorithm: Maximum Power Point Tracking 

//Input: Instantaneous current: ipv(t); Instantaneous voltage: vpv(t);  

Calculate instantaneous power:  ppv(t); 

 if (ppv(t)> ppv(t-1)) //Determining operational point: increasing, decreasing or constant power  
if (v(t)> v(t-1)) //Determining operational point: increasing or decreasing voltage 

D(t) = D(t-1) + ∆D; // Increase the duty cycle 

else 
D(t) = D(t-1) - ∆D; // Decrease the duty cycle 

end 

elseif ((ppv(t)> ppv(t-1))  

if (v(t)> v(t-1))  

D(t) = D(t-1) - ∆D; // Decrease the duty cycle 

else 

D(t) = D(t-1) + ∆D; // Increase the duty cycle 

end 

else 

D(t)=D(t-1); // Do not change the duty cycle 

end 
//Output: Boost DC-DC converter’s duty cycle to achieve maximum power point. 
 

Figure 8: MPPT algorithm implementation Pseudo Code by P&O method

3.2. ES Modeling395

In this section, SOC modeling is presented instead of the comprehensive mod-396

eling of the battery. Because, the SOC level is just considered in determining op-397
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erational scenarios. Therefore, factors such as temperature and battery lifetime398

have not been involved in the SOC model. Similar to ES capacity and its initial399

charge, any amount of current that is delivered/received to/from ES would in-400

crease/decrease SOC. Eq. (14) shows SOC modeling [29, 30].401402

SOC = SOC0 +
1
CB

∫t
0
idt (14)

Where SOC0 and CB, respectively, show the amount of initial charge and the ES403

(Ah) total capacity. ES discharge current is determined for the load and is limited404

by ES maximum discharge current. So, the discharge current and SOC reduction405

speed are increased by charging the load. On the contrary, ES charge current is406

considered constant and equal to the charging current nominal value.407

3.3. CHP Modeling408

Mainly, a CHP includes a combustion chamber, turbine generator and heat re-409

covery boiler [31]. For simplifying the problem, just a CHP for converting natural410

gas to electrical power has been modeled in this section. For this purpose, the total411

energy required by the load is calculated at a certain time duration412413

ELoad = PLoad.t (15)

In Eq.(15), PLoad and t indicate the load power value and the load supply time du-414

ration, respectively. Then, assuming that CHP efficiency in converting the energy415

obtained from burning natural gas to electrical energy equals to η, the energy sup-416

plied by CHP is defined as follows:417418

ECHP =
ELoad

η
(16)

The volume of natural gas and its cost in supplying PLoad are obtained by the419

following equations, respectively.420421

Vgas =
ECHP

Qg
(17)

422
Cgas = Vgas.Tgas (18)

Where Qg and Tgas, are the energy amount of one cubic meter of natural gas423

(KJ/m3) and the natural gas tariff, respectively [32]. According to the presented424

model, the volume and cost of natural gas are considered in response to the de-425

mand and determining operational scenario. When electricity tariff increases, a426
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criterion tariff value is required for comparing this fact that whether supplying load427

by electricity is economical or by gas. In fact, the direct comparison of electricity428

and gas tariffs is not the correct method. According to Figure 9, electricity tariff429

during 24 hours of night and day changes from Tmin to Tmax. A criterion for gas430

tariff, called gas equivalent tariff, determines the efficient usage of CHP in response431

to internal load demand or selling electricity to the upstream grid (GET). The value432

of this parameter is obtained by equalizing the paid cost between supplying the433

energy amount by electricity and the same energy amount by natural gas through434

Eq. (19).435436

GET = 3600
Tgas

η.Qg

(19)

In Eq. (19), the number 3600 is used to convert the watt to energy in an hour. CHP437

is utilized for both supplying the internal load and selling the electricity. During438

the load/demand response, generated power of CHP is equal to the load required439

power. During electricity sale time, it is equal to a ratio of CHP nominal power that440

is called a dispatch factor (DF). In each determined hour, the value of DF belongs441

to [0,1]. DF is equal to 1 when electricity tariff equals to Tmax. Because in this442

condition, the energy of CHP is generated by GET tariff, but will be sold with Tmax443

tariff. So, making the most of the CHPs to generate the electricity leads to achieving444

the most possible payoff. On the contrary, if the tariff value is equal to GET, the DF445

value will be equal to zero. In fact, in this condition, there is no difference between446

the electricity tariff and GET. The DF value used for defining the electricity tariff447

location on the gray dashed line, which is calculated by Eq. (20).448449

DF =
TE_h − GET

Tmax − GET
(20)

Where TE-h is the electricity tariff value at different hours. If the value of GET be-450

comes more than Tmax, this means that using CHP is not economical, at all. Sim-451

ilarly, if the value of GET is less than Tmin, it means that using CHP is economical452

for all the values of electricity tariff. In these circumstances, the GET value will be453

considered equal to Tmin in the model.454
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TmaxTmin

Electric grid tariff

GET

Min DF point Max DF point

Figure 9: Determining Gas Equivalent Tariff

4. Result and Discussion455

4.1. The Case Study456

In this case study, only two HEH and two CBs exist in which all elements of this457

structure exchange information with CEMS. HEHs send the information including458

the amount of excess power/shortage, energy tariff, and the CBs only send their459

amount of shortage power at each hour to CEMS unit. PV system is the only renew-460

able energy generation resource in the HEHs.461

4.2. The Proposed HEMS Simulator462

The simulator developed in the MATLAB/GUID software environment has been463

presented in Figure 10 for investigating the effectiveness of the proposed HEMS.464

In this simulator, parameters including the electricity and gas distribution grids’465

tariff, electrical energy storage level, time/hour, temperature and load variations466

[33] have been considered. These parameters could be modified under the scenar-467

ios applied by the owners, weather conditions, EV connection hours change, the468

amount of ES, and EV initial charge. Ultimately, the proposed HEMS have been469

executed under the primary values of the parameters, which are mentioned in Fig-470

ure 10. All sub-functions implemented in this simulator are shown in one location471

in Figure A.14.472

In the following, the obtained results by the simulation of the proposed model473

are presented and analyzed.474

4.3. Results of proposed HEMS in the lower level475

The obtained results by the implementation of the defined operational scenarios476

for each HEH (according to Figure 5) have been presented in Figure 11. The middle477
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Figure 10: The proposed HEMS simulator

column (in red) shows the status of ES, EV, grid and CHP in terms of power flow478

direction. As, the status "1" in this column for ES and EV means charging state, for479

grid means power injection into the grid, and for CHP means it is in use. The zero480

state means no power exchange and "-1" means discharging of ES and EV, and geting481

power from upstream grid. The left column, shows the load profile, PV power gen-482

eration, HEH-grid exchange power, and CHP power generation, respectively from483

top to bottom. The right-hand column also shows SOC of ES, SOC of EV, MCP and484

dispatch factor of CHP, respectively. As it can be observed from Figure 11(a), HEH 1485

begins supplying its internal load via ES because PV does not generate power dur-486

ing initial hours of the day. Then, PV comes into sell electricity to the grid as well487

as supplying the internal load at the middle hours of day. In this time interval, ES488

is off. When PV generation finishes, ES supplies the internal load again. Altogether,489

scenarios 10 (00:00-03:00), 9 (03:00-08:00), 1 (08:00-20:00), 10 (20:00-21:00)490

and 9 (21:00-24:00) take place in HEH 1 during 24 hours, respectively. In addition491

to these scenarios, CHP is also used to sell electricity, which can happen simultane-492

ously with each one of scenarios 1 to 10. The scenarios undertaken in HEH 2 in 24493

hours include the scenarios 9 (00:00-02:00), 10 (02:00-03:00), 8 (03:00-08:00),494
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4 (08:00-09:00), 2 (09:00-12:00), 3 (12:00-14:00), 2 (14:00-16:00), 1 (16:00-495

21:00) and 9 (21:00-24:00), respectively. As it is clear from the middle column,496

the ES will be charged in the HEH 2 at the beginning and end of the day. Also,497

unlike the HEH 1, ES is charged in the middle of the day. The other information on498

how to exchange power between elements at different hours can be specified with499

respect to the middle column and states 1, zero and -1.500

 

(a) HEH 1

 

(b) HEH 2

Figure 11: The condition of existing devices in HEHs existing in the grid under study during 24 hours

performance
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4.4. Results of proposed HEMS in the upper level501

In the upper level, as for the CBs load demand, CEMS processes the information502

received by the HEHs and then sends the processed data back to them. Based on503

the proposed bidding strategy, the amount of tariff during the hours of the presence504

of the HEHs is shown in Figure 12. As can be observed from this figure, the tariff505

for selling HEHs energy during some hours is more than MCP and some hours is506

less than that. In fact, from the HEHs point of view, the tariff is not limited to, a507

constant value (the excess power in different hours is sold with different tariffs).508

This fact is one of the most important objectives for implementing the proposed509

bidding strategy. Also, at the hours 17:00 and 18:00, the difference between the510

HEHs proposed tariff and MCP is huge. From the consumers’ point of view, this511

fact is considered as a desired condition to chose the best energy provider. Because512

their paid cost will reduce a lot instead of being supplied by the local market, during513

these two hours. From the utility grid perspective, the peak modification will occur514

by the local supply of some loads in these two hours, which are recognized as hours515

of peak consumption. Also, it is obvious that HEH 2 is going to compete with HEH516

1 on selling the excess power by presenting less tariffs. So, HEH 2 tries to increase517

its priority by decreasing its tariff or increasing its excess power.518

On the other hand, since the excess power of HEH 2 does not fulfill all con-519

sumers’ demand, a significant part of HEH 1 excess power (despite being placed as520

a second priority) is also sold. Hence, there is no reason for reducing the energy521

tariff from HEH 1 side, and thus it continues to sell its excess power with a higher522

tariff. In these circumstances, the only solution that can change HEH 2 economic523

condition is to increase the generation and presenting more excess power. On the524

other hand, the HEH owners’ motive will become more in developing the equipment525

for generating more clean energy.526

The conditions of the generation, consumption, storage, purchasing, and selling527

power in the HEHs are indicated in Table 2 for the whole day. According to the528

presented results in this table, despite less power generation by PV, HEH1 has not529

been introduced to CEMS as a consumer at any hour of the day because of high SOC530

of ES and high power generated by CHP. Also, HEH 2 could sell its excess power to531
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Figure 12: Upstream grid tariff and CEMS proposed tariff for the HEHs in different time intervals in

daily performance

the electricity distribution grid and local market in addition to meeting the internal532

loads. Also, since HEH 2 shortage power is not zero, it is obvious that HEH 2533

has been introduced to CEMS as a consumer at some hours. HEH 2 as consumer534

has compensated its shortage power through the electricity distribution company535

instead of participating in the local market. ES in HEH 1 has only acted in the536

charging mode due to the high level of ES SOC. Nevertheless, HEH 2 spends part of537

its generated power to charge its ES. Although the PV generated power in HEH 2 is538

more than in HEH 1, the excess power of HEH 2 is lower than HEH 1 (because of a539

higher delivered power to EV and ES charge are higher and lower CHP generated540

power, and the higher internal load in comparison to HEH 1).541

The financial condition regarding each HEH has been mentioned in Table 3.542

This table includes the cost paid by the HEHs for the consumed natural gas, elec-543

tricity supplied by the utility grid, local generators, and received sums for selling544

power to local loads and the upstream grid. The received/paid costs related to the545

participation of the HEHs in the local market have been obtained based on the tar-546

iffs determined by bidding strategy in CEMS. The remaining costs have also been547

determined based on the tariff of electricity and gas distribution companies. More-548

over, the average of the HEHs sold power tariff to the local market and the upstream549

grid have been mentioned. The average MCP during all the hours of the same day550
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Table 2: HEHs power generation, consumption, storage, buying and selling condition (kw)

Results

Players
HEH 1 HEH 2

PV generated power (£) 23898 28867

CHP generated power 3490 3209

Hub internal load 2900 3390

Power delivered to EV 4320 5040

Power delivered to ES 0 14156

Power received from ES 3875 1610

excess power 24043 13330

Power sold to local load 1671 1543

Power sold to the grid 22372 11787

shortage power 0 2230

Power supplied by the grid 0 2230

Power supplied by local generators 0 0
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is equal to 0.047 (£/kWh). The average of HEHs sale tariff in the local market551

is less than the average MCP. This indicates a competition between HEHs and the552

distribution company on supplying their neighborhood loads. The total profit has553

been obtained through the difference between the paid and received cost of HEHs.554

HEH 1 and HEH 2 would have achieved about 4.3% and 4.8% less profit, respec-555

tively. Due to selling all their excess power to the electricity distribution company556

instead of participating in the local market. So, for both HEHs, participating in the557

local market and selling power to local consumers will have more profits. It should558

be pointed out that these results have been obtained without considering the pa-559

rameter of power losses. In case of considering this parameter, the HEHs payoff560

resulting from participating in the local market will become more. On the other561

hand, if several players make huge profits in the local market, definitely the profit562

of other players will be very small (based on the concept of zero-sum games in563

game theory). Consequently, by modifying the proposed mechanisms, the market564

can reach an equilibrium, which leads to achieving the most collective profit.565

Table 3: The HEHs Financial Condition

Results

Players
HEH 1 HEH 2

The sum received from local market (£) 0.0723 0.0737

Average selling tariff in local market(£/kwh) 0.0433 0.0478

The sum received from grid (£) 1.0967 0.6517

Average tariff of selling to the grid(£/kwh) 0.049 0.0553

The sum paid to the gas (£) 0.1519 0.1397

The price paid to the local generators (£) 0 0

Price paid to the grid (£) 0 0.0838

Amount of profit (£) 1.0172 0.5019

Table 4 shows the amount of power purchased by each CB from the local mar-566

ket and the utility grid. As mentioned in this table, almost 64% of the CB 1 and567

62.5% of CB 2 load requirement has been supplied by the local market. The rest568
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has been supplied by the utility grid. Thus the value of considered tariff for the569

CBs under the proposed bidding strategy has increased their tendency to buy the570

power from the local market. Because, the electricity tariff is less than MCP during571

peak time. Generally, the average tariff during 24 hours has reduced, which causes572

CBs’ electricity cost reduction. No matter how much the CBs tendency is increased573

to participate in the neighborhood market, the utility grid supplies the same less574

amount of power. This fact leads to the stress reduction of centralized power plants575

during peak hours.576

Based on the data presented in Table 4, the profit resulting from the participation577

of CB 1 and CB 2 in the local market, are more than 9.2% and 9.6%, respectively.578

This means if the CBs are not willing to buy power from neighborhood HEHs, they579

must pay more cost to the utility grid/electricity distribution company for the same580

amount of power. Alongside creating motive in the CBs, the HEHs’ motive to con-581

tribute in the local market will become more. Although the average tariffs viewed582

by CBs are different, they are very close to each other. In fact, although the HEHs583

have sold their excess power with different tariffs at different hours, the CBs have584

encountered almost similar tariff values. This fact proves that if an energy provider585

is willing to remain competitive, it should reduce the proposed price as much as pos-586

sible. Ultimately, in the competitive markets, the equilibrium market price reaches587

its lower bound (the marginal cost). Although the shortage power concerning CB 2588

is about 24% more than CB 1, the sum paid by CB 2 is only about 11.5% more than589

the sum paid by CB 1. This fact is also one of the other objectives of the proposed590

bidding strategy, which has been correctly considered in the case study.591

Table 4: How to supply local loads (kW)

Results

Players
shortage power Power received from local Power received from grid

CB 1 2.2 1.4015 0.7985

CB 2 2.9 1.8123 1.0877

Although CEMS determines HEHs’ tariff in 24 hours, the proposed bidding strat-592
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(a) 16:00 O’clock

 

(b) 20:00 O’clock

Figure 13: The electricity generation accounted by HEHs for each CB during daily operation

egy performance will be evaluated only at hours 16 and 20, here. Because in these593

two hours, the condition is such that the two HEHs simultaneously supply load and594

completely respond to load requirement. In this case, the performance of the pro-595

posed bidding strategy cannot be analyzed well based on Figure 7. As addressed596

before, bigger loads take more share of cheaper energy than other players. There-597

fore, the share of each CB from each HEH has been indicated in Figure 13 in the598

mentioned hours. As observed in Figure 13(a), CB 2 needs more power that should599

take more share of cheaper power in both hours. The numerical investigation of Fig-600

ure 13 has been presented in the following paragraph and the results are presented601

in Table 6.602

Table 5: The CBs Financial Conditions

Results

Players
CB 1 CB 1

Average tariff buying from local 0.0451 0.0457

The sum paid to the grid 0.0338 0.0467

Average tariff buying from the grid 0.0424 0.0429

The total sum paid to the grid and the HEHs 0.0971 0.1099

The amount of profit (%) 9.2343 9.6986

Since HEH 2 tariff is less than HEH 1, and CB 2 demand is also more than CB 1603
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at both hours, the share of CB 2 in the power generated by HEH 2 should be more.604

As seen from Table 6, the share of CB 2 in cheaper power is about 12% for hour605

16:00 and 20% for hour 20:00 more than CB 1. Due to this fact, it can be justified606

that despite 24% more shortage power than CB 1, it only pays 11.5% more.607

Table 6: The Methods of CBs Exploitation of HEHs

Results

Players
CB 1 CB 2

The power required at 16:00 O’clock (kw) 0.115 0.145

Power supplied by HEH 1 at hour 16:00 O’clock (kw)

Tariff=0.0458 (£/kwh)

0.1044 0.1316

Power supplied by HEH 2 at hour 16:00 O’clock (kw)

Tariff=0.0416 (£/kwh)

0.0106 0.0134

Share of cheaper power (%) 44.9 56.8

The power required at 20:00 O’clock (kw) 0.09 0.135

Power supplied by HEH 1 at hour 20:00 O’clock (kw)

Tariff=0.0662 (£/kwh)

0.0373 0.056

Power supplied by HEH 2 at hour 20:00 O’clock (kw)

Tariff=0.0451 (£/kwh)

0.0527 0.079

Share of cheaper power (%) 40.02 59.98

5. Conclusion608

In this paper, a HEMS is proposed to control power exchange between resources609

and storage in a neighborhood network. A heuristic bidding strategy based on ex-610

cess power distribution has been used in the proposed HEMS. This helps CEMS to611

purchase the excess power of HEHs at different rates and then, distributes it among612

the CBs in way that all CBs buy energy in a fairly same tariff. The purpose of this613

approach is to increase the willingness of HEHs and CBs to participate in the local614

market. This reduces energy costs and reduces dependence on the upstream grid in615

a MHEHNG. ALso, a simulator has been implemented in the MATLAB/GUI software616
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environment to facilitate the evaluation of proposed HEMS. The obtained results of617

the presented simulator show that CBs purchase more than 60% of their required618

power through the local market. This eliminates the extra costs associated with619

network usage and losses. The profit achieved by participating in the local market620

for HEH 1, HEH 2, CB 1, and CB 2 are 4.3%, 4.8%, 9.2%, and 9.6%, respectively.621

On the other hand, although the shortage power of CB 2 is 25% more than CB 1,622

CB 2 only pays 11.5% percent more than CB 1. These results show the success of623

the proposed strategy in reaching the determined objectives including selling power624

by the HEHs with different bid prices, consumers’ energy cost reduction, and also625

achieving the collective profit for all stakeholders. Also, the presented simulator626

has an extra ability so that its performance is not affected by the number of HEHs627

and CBs.628

Appendix A.629
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Figure A.14: Conceptual view of simulator
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